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Abstract: Halftoning technique is used to convert a continuous-tone image into a binary image with pure black and white pixels. This
technique is necessary when printing or displaying a monochrome or color image by a device with limited color levels. The main
contribution of this paper is to present a halftoning method that conceals a small binary image into a large binary image. More
specifically, two distinct gray scale images are given, such that the smaller one of them should be hidden in another larger gray scale
image. Our halftoning method generates two binary images that reproduce the tone of the corresponding original two gray scale images.
Each pixel of the small binary image is hidden into some pixel of the large binary image through our halftoning method. The small
hidden image can be seen when we pick out the pixels of the large binary image at premeditated locations, or we cannot see the hidden
image if we have no location information. Another contribution of this paper is to extend our halftoning method to hide a small image
of any size into a corresponding large size image. The resulting images show that our halftoning method hides and recovers the original
images. Hence, our halftoning technique can be used for watermarking as well as amusement purpose.
Key words: Digital Halftoning, Error Diffusion, Image Hiding, Watermarking.

1. Introduction
Halftoning is an important process to convert a
continuous-tone image into a binary image which
takes either black pixels or white pixels and is
perceived as a continuous-tone image when seen by
human eyes [1]. This process is necessary when
printing or displaying a monochrome or color image
by a device with limited number of color levels. It is
required to generate a binary image that reproduces
the tone and the details of the original gray scale
image. Many kinds of halftoning methods have been
proposed: screening [2], error diffusion [3], and
search-based iterative methods [4-7]. In screening, the
binary values of the halftone image are obtained by
comparing pixels values of the continuous-tone image
with the corresponding threshold values in a screen. In
error diffusion, the pixel-by-pixel comparison with a
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threshold is also required, but after a pixel is halftoned,
the rounding error is propagated to its unprocessed
neighboring pixels according to some fixed ratios.
Search-based iterative methods are to find the best
values of binary pixels which can minimize a
perceived error between the continuous-tone image
and the halftone image. Error Diffusion, as one of the
most famous halftoning methods, is comparatively
simple and of good quality.
Digital watermarking is to embed messages into
digital contents (audio, video, images, text) which can
be detected or extracted later. One use of digital
watermarking is to embed copyright information of
the content which is supposed not to be visible, but
can be retrieved by electronic devices [8]. Another use
of digital watermarking is known as steganography,
which hides messages in content without typical
citizens or public authorities noticing its presence, and
just special recipients can decode the hidden messages.
Many methods for digital watermarking about
halftone images have been proposed. One kind of
these methods is to embed an invisible watermark into
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a halftone image and the hidden information can be
extracted with some special procedure [9-12]. Another
kind of digital watermarking methods is to embed
information in two or more than two halftone images
and the hidden information can be seen by
overlapping the public images [13-14].
The main contribution of this paper is to present an
Error-Diffusion-based halftoning method for two
images, say, A and B. A is the smaller image and B is
the larger image which is four or more than four times
of image A in size. Our halftoning method generates
two binary images A’ and B’ that reproduce original

gray scale images A and B respectively. Further,
smaller binary image A’ is hidden in larger binary
image B’ by the way that each pixel of image A’ is
hidden into pixels of image B’ at some premeditated
locations. We can see image A’, if we pick out pixels
from image B’ at these locations. In Figure 1, we
show an example. Image B’ is four times of image A’
in size, and each pixel of A’ is hidden in B’ at odd
row and odd column locations. Image A’ can be seen
when we get pixels from image B’ at odd row and odd
column locations or we can see A’ by downsizing
image B’ in the corresponding way.

Fig. 1 Two binary images A’ and B’ satisfying Condition 2.

There are several possible applications for our
halftoning method. For example, it can be used for
watermarking as follows. Image B’ is a public image
and image A’ is an image to be hidden. Image A’ can
be a hidden image that indicates the copyright
information of image B’. Also, our halftoning method
can be used for amusement purpose, like picture
puzzle. One piece of the picture puzzle denotes one
pixel of B’. When we pick out pieces from B’ at
premeditated locations, we can compose image A’.
Our second contribution is to extend our halftoning
method to hide a small image of any size into a large
image with a size any integer times of the small
image.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the Error Diffusion method and proposes the
idea of our halftoning method. Section 3 shows our
Error-Diffusion-based halftoning algorithm. Section 4

gives our experiment results. Section 5 extends our
halftoning method to generate halftone images of any
size. Section 6 offers concluding remarks.

2. Halftoning and Image Hiding
Suppose that an original gray scale image A=(ai,j) of
size n×n is given, where ai,j denotes the intensity level
at position (i, j)(0≤i,j≤n-1) taking a real number
intensity in the range [0, 1]. Although we assume that
images are square for simplicity, it is easy to
generalize them to non-square images. The goal of
halftoning is to find a binary image A’=(a’i,j) of the
same size that reproduces the original image A, where
each a’i,j is either 0(black) or 1(white).
One of the well known halftoning methods is Error
Diffusion, which propagates the quantization errors to
unprocessed neighboring pixels according to some
fixed ratios. Pixels in the image are proposed in a
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raster order, that is, from left to right and top to
bottom. The intensity level of each pixel is compared
with a fixed threshold 0.5. It is rounded down to 0 if it
is no more than the threshold, and rounded up to 1
otherwise. In other words, the binary value of a’i,j is
determined as follows:

 1, if ai , j ≥ 0.5
ai', j = 
0, otherwise

(1)

Clearly, the rounding error is e=ai,j- a’i,j. Note that the
threshold value 0.5 is selected such that the absolute
value of the rounding error | ai,j - a’i,j | is minimized.
This
point
of
view
is
used
in
our
Error-Diffusion-based algorithm later.
The key idea of Error Diffusion is to compensate
the rounding error e=ai,j- a’i,j to diffuse it over the
unprocessed pixels around it with fixed ratios. Floyd
and Steinberg [3] proposed a ratio matrix as follows:

Using this matrix, the intensity levels of neighboring
pixels are updated such that ai,j+1←ai,j+1+e×7/16,
ai+1,j←ai+1,j+e×5/16,
ai+1,j-1←ai+1,j-1+e×3/16,
ai+1,j+1←ai+1,j+1+e×1/16. Since the sum of the elements
in the matrix is 1, the error e is proposed to
neighboring four pixels.
Suppose that we are given two gray scale images
A=(ai,j)(0≤i,j≤n-1), B=(bk,l)(0≤k,l≤2n-1). Image A has
size n×n and image B has size 2n×2n. Our goal is to
generate corresponding binary images A’=(a’i,j) and
B’=(b’k,l) such that:
Condition 1 binary images A’ and B’ reproduce the
tone of the original gray scale images A and B,
and
Condition 2 binary image A’ is hidden in binary
image B’ by the way that each pixel of A’ is
hidden in B’ at odd row and odd column
locations. In other words, a’i,j=b’2i,2j for all i and
j.
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Fig.1 shows an example of two binary images A’ and
B’ satisfying Condition 2.

3. Our Error-Diffusion-Based Algorithm
The main purpose of this section is to show our
algorithm that generates two binary images A’ and B’
satisfying conditions 1 and 2 for given original gray
scale images A and B. Our algorithm consists of two
steps as follows:
Step 1 Adjust the intensity levels of original gray
scale images A and B.
Step 2 Using our new Error-Diffusion-based
technique, generate two binary images A’ and B’
from adjusted gray scale images of A and B.
Adjusting Intensity Levels of Original Gray
Scale Images
We will show how the intensity levels of original
gray scale images are adjusted so that every pixel of
A’ should be hidden in B’ at odd row and odd column
locations. Suppose binary image A’ has size n×n and
binary image B’ has size 2n×2n. Let RS(A’) be a small
region of m pixels in image A’. Let RL(B’) be the
corresponding small region of 4m pixels in image B’.
The m pixels of RS(A’) have the same values as that
pixels in RL(B’) at odd row and odd column locations.
Suppose RS(A’) has white pixels in the range [α, β]
(0≤α<β≤m), that is, the range of intensity level is [α/m,
β/m]. We know that all of these white pixels should be
hidden in RL(B’) at odd row and odd column locations.
Thus we need to guarantee that RL(B’) has white
pixels in the range [β,4m-(m-α)]=[β,3m+α] ( (m-α) is
the number of black pixels in RL(B’) at odd row and
odd column locations), that is, the range of intensity is
[β/4m,3/4+α/4m]. Note that we can choose any values
of α and β satisfying 0≤α<β≤m. Let us show some
examples how we choose values of α and β.
(1) To maximize the range of black pixels in RS(A’),
we can choose α=0 and β=m. If this is the case,
the range of intensity of RS(A’) is [0,1] and that of
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RL(B’) is [1/4,3/4]=[0.25,0.75]. In this case we
perform linear conversion of the intensity value x
such that function GL(x)=x/2+1/4 is used for
adjusting the intensity level of image B, and
GS(x)=x is used for image A. In Fig.2 we show a
set of examples where images B and A are
adjusted by these functions respectively.
(2) We can equalize the ranges of the intensity of
RS(A’) and RL(B’). If this is the case we have
β/m-α/m=3/4+α/4m-β/4m. Hence we have
β-α=3m/5. If we choose β=4m/5 and α=m/5, both
of the ranges of intensity for RS(A’) and RL(B’) is
[1/5,4/5]=[0.2,0.8]. In this caseb we perform
linear conversion of the intensity value x such that
function GL(x)=3x/5+1/5 is used for adjusting
intensity level of image B, and function
GS(x)=3x/5+1/5 is used for image A. In Fig.3 we
show the examples where images B and A are
adjusted using these functions respectively.
(3) We may want to maximize the range of intensity
of RL(B’) even if that of RS(A’) is small. For
example, we set β=3m/5 and α=2m/5, the range of
intensity of RS(A’) is [2/5,3/5]=[0.4,0.6] and that
of RL(B’) is [3/20,17/20]=[0.15,0.85]. In this case
we perform linear conversion of the intensity
value x such that function GL(x)=7x/10+3/20 is
used for adjusting intensity level of image B, and
function GS(x)=x/5+2/5 is used for image A. In
Fig.4 we show a set of examples where the
original gray scale images A and B are adjusted
by these two functions respectively.
Using an Error-Diffusion-Based Algorithm for
Generating Two Binary Images
In this section we show our halftoning method
based on Error Diffusion. We assume that the
intensity levels of three original gray scale images
have been adjusted using some linear conversions as
we discussed in the previous subsection. Let
A=(ai,j)(0≤i,j≤n-1) and B=(bk,l)(0≤k,l≤2n-1) be the
adjusted gray scale images. We will show how

halftone
images
A’=(a’i,j)(0≤i,j≤n-1)
and
B’=(b’k,l)(0≤k,l≤2n-1) are computed using our new
Error-Diffusion-based halftoning algorithm.
Similar to the conventional Error Diffusion
algorithm, pixels in binary images A’ and B’ are
determined in raster order. Pixels in image B’ are
determined in two different ways according to
locations: pixels at odd row and odd column locations
b’k,l (k mod 2=0 and l mod 2=0) are determined jointly
with pixels of image A’; pixels in image B’ at other
locations b’k,l (k mod 2≠0 or l mod 2≠0) are
determined in the same way as that of conventional
Error Diffusion as we introduced in Section 2. In the
following part we will show how the pixels of image
A’ and pixels of image B’ at odd row and odd column
locations are determined. Recall that, in conventional
Error Diffusion algorithm, the value of binary pixel is
determined such that the rounding error is minimized.
Our key idea is to extend this policy for two binary
images such that binary values of a’i,j and b’2i,2j
(0≤i,j≤n-1) are selected to minimize the total rounding
error. The details are spelled out as follows. It should
be clear that a’i,j =b’2i,2j holds to satisfy Condition 2.
Let the total error be

E (ai' , j , b2' i ,2 j ) = ai , j − ai' , j + b2 i ,2 j − b2' i ,2 j

(2)

We select the value of a’i,j (i.e. b’2i,2j) that minimizes
the total error E(a’i,j, b’2i,2j). We have the rounding
errors ea= ai,j- a’i,j and eb= b2i,2j –b’2i,2j for gray scale
images A and B. We diffuse these rounding errors ea
and eb to neighboring pixels using Floyd and
Steinberg’s ratio matrix. More specifically, we
perform the following operations for image A:
ai+1,j-1←ai+1,j-1+ea×3/16,
ai,j+1←ai,j+1+ea×7/16,
ai+1,j←ai+1,j+ ea×5/16, ai+1,j+1←ai+1,j+1+ ea×1/16 and do
the same for image B: b2i,2j+1←b2i,2j+1+eb×7/16,
b2i+1,2j-1←b2i+1,2j-1+ eb×3/16, b2i+1,2j←a2i+1,2j+ eb×5/16,
b2i+1,2j+1←b2i+1,2j+1+ eb×1/16.

4. Experimental Results
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In this section we give three sets of our
experimental results about hiding the small image A’
in the large image B’ according to the three examples
of linear conversions we have discussed in Section 3.
In these examples, linear function GL(x) is used for
adjusting the intensity value x of the larger original
gray scale image B and linear function GS(x) is used
for adjusting the intensity value x of the smaller
original gray scale image A. In Fig.3 linear functions
GL(x)=x/2+1/4 and GS(x)=x are used for adjusting B
and A respectively. In Fig.4 images A and B are
adjusted by linear functions GS(x)=3x/5+1/5 and
GL(x)=3x/5+1/5 respectively. In Fig.5 linear functions
GS(x)=x/5+2/5 and GL(x)=7x/10+3/20 are used for
adjusting A and B respectively. In these examples,
binary image A’ has size of 256×256 and image B’
has the size of 512×512. Binary image B’ is obtained
by our Error-Diffusion-based halftoning algorithm
directly. By picking out the pixels of B’ at odd row
and odd column locations, we compose binary image
B’. From these results, we can see our halftoning
algorithm can hide a small image in a large image
successfully and flexibly, and the hidden image can be
achieved clearly.

5. Our Halftoning Method for Generating
Two Binary Images of Free Size
The main purpose of this section is to extend our
halftoning method to generate a small binary image
and a large binary image of which the image size is
any integer times of that of the small image. Suppose
S=(si,j) (0≤i,j≤n-1) and G=(gk,l) (0≤k,l≤pn-1) are the
small gray scale image and large gray scale image of
sizes n×n and pn×pn respectively. Our purpose is to
generate two binary images S’=(s’i,j) (0≤i,j≤n-1) and
G’=(g’k,l) (0≤k,l≤pn-1). Condition 1 and Condition 2
given in Section 2 should be modified as follows:
Condition 1 binary images S’ and G’ reproduce the
tone of the original gray scale images S and G,
and
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Condition 2 binary image S’ is hidden in binary
image G’ by the way that each pixel of S’ is
hidden in G’ at locations (pi, pj).
In order to satisfy Conditions 1 and 2, we need to
do the following two steps:
Step 1 Adjust the intensity levels of gray scale
images S and G. Similar to the way that we have
discussed in Section 3, suppose the small region
RS(S’) of m pixels in image S’ and the
corresponding region RL(G’) of p2m pixels in
image G’, RS(S’) has white pixels in the range [α,
β] (0≤α<β≤m) and RL(G’) should have white
pixels in the range [β, p2m-(m-α)] to satisfy
Condition 2. Thus the intensity level of S is in the
range [α/m, β/m] and that of G is in the range
[β/(p2m), (p2-1)/p2+ α/p2m]. We can choose any α
and β that satisfy 0≤α<β≤m. For example, we
take α=0 and β=m to make the intensity of S in
the range [0, 1] and that of G in the range [1/p2,
(p2-1)/p2]. In this case we perform the linear
conversion of the intensity x such that function
GL(x)=(p2-2)x/p2+1/p2 is used for adjusting
intensity levels of G and function GS(x)=x is
used for adjusting S.
Step 2 Using our Error-Diffusion-based technique,
generate binary images S’ and G’ from the
adjusted gray scale images S and G. Pixels in G’
are determined in two different ways according
to their locations: pixels g’pi,pj are determined
jointly with pixels of S’; the other pixels are
determined in the same way as the conventional
Error Diffusion. Similarly we extend the error
minimization policy for two binary images such
that binary values of s’i,j and g’pi,pj (0≤i,j≤n-1)
are selected to minimize the total rounding error.
It should be clear that s’i,j =g’pi,pj holds to satisfy
Condition 2. Let the total error be

E ( si', j , g 'pi , pj ) = si , j − si' , j + g pi , pj − g 'pi , pj (3)
We select the value of s’i,j (i.e. g’pi,pj) that
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minimizes the total error E(s’i,j, g’pi,pj).
If we take p=2, this is the case we discussed in
Section 3.
In Fig.5 we show examples of two binary images S’
(128×128) and G’ (512×512) generated by our
Error-Diffusion-based algorithm , where n=128, p=4,
and we use the adjusting functions listed in the above
Step 1 in this Section: GL(x)=7x/8+1/16 for G and
GS(x)=x for S. Binary image G’ is generated directly
by our Error-Diffusion-based algorithm, and S’ is
obtained by picking out pixels g’pi,pj. We can see the
contrast of sailboat is improved significantly than that
given in Fig. 2.

6. Concluding Remark
In this paper, we have presented an
Error-Diffusion-based algorithm that conceals a small
binary image into a large binary image of which the
size is four times of that of the small hidden image,
and have extended this algorithm to hide a small
image in a large image of free size. Our image hiding
method can hide and recover images well, and as the
size difference of the two images increases, the
contrast of public images improves.
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Linear function used for images A and B

Binary image A’: airplane 256×256

Binary image B’: sailboat 512×512
Fig. 2 Two binary images Sailboat and Airplane generated by our Error-Diffusion-based algorithm.
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Linear functions used for images A and B

Binary image A’: airplane 256×256

Binary image B’: sailboat 512×512
Fig. 3 Two binary images Sailboat and Airplane generated by our Error-Diffusion-based algorithm.
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Linear functions used for images A and B

Binary image A’: airplane 256×256

Binary image B’: sailboat 512×512
Fig. 4 Two binary images Sailboat and Airplane generated by our Error-Diffusion-based algorithm.
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Linear function used for images S and G

Binary image S’: airplane 128×128

Binary image G’: sailboat 512×512
Fig. 5 Two binary images Sailboat and Airplane generated by our Error-Diffusion-based algorithm.

